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ABA Behavior Technician Position
Orange County, Inland Empire, South LA
Brett DiNovi & Associates (BDA) is a CA-based consultation firm is offering ABA

Behavior Technician positions for candidates highly skilled in applied behavior
analysis to provide HOME consultation in Orange County, Inland Empire, and South

Los Angeles. This candidate MUST have extensive experience and an interest in
consulting with individuals with autism and related developmental disabilities.
BDA is the largest award-winning behavioral consultation group on the East Coast of the
United States deploying over 500 clinicians providing behavioral & educational consultation
in over 200 school districts/agencies throughout NJ, NY, DE, ME, CA, PA & worldwide
through the use of remote video consultation. In addition, BDA is one of the industry leaders
in organizational behavior management and incorporates the use of OBM strategies (i.e.,
feedback, mentoring, pay for performance) to support its team of staff reach their peak
performance. Furthermore, BDA is committed to disseminating behavior science by
delivering free content reaching a world-wide audience on its various YouTube channels.
Get free behavior analytic content to your inbox from these sources:
https://www.youtube.com/user/TheBdinovi1
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTMBP8ce9x2_nMtIeyMhgSA
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Specific Duties include behavior plan implementation, assistance in conducting functional
behavior assessments, intensive ABA teaching strategies, community-based instruction,
functional life skills training, & vocational training. The hourly wages for part-time may
range from $15 to $25 per hour and are based on education and experience. If the

applicant is in a full-time role, we offer a comprehensive benefits package which includes

performance-based bonus pay, profit sharing, major medical benefits, dental,
vision, 401k with employer $ match, short term disability, continuing
education, and excellent opportunities for advancement.

YouTube Video About Our Company

Performance Predictor Assessment
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